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sacrifice in 'Tarn Lin", and behind the curious ballad "Young
Benjie" (86). In the latter, the treatment given to the false
lover is like that given to a substitute king, that is, royal
luxury until the end of the sacrificial cycle. Young Benjie
entices Marjorie away and drowns her; her brothers find her
in the river, and at the wake, the corpse, caused to speak by
leaving the door ajar, denounces the murderer:
Tie a green gravat about his neck
And lead him out and in
And the best ae servant about your house
To wait Young Benjie upon.
'And aye at every seven year's end
Ye'll tak him to the linn
For that's the penance he maun dree
To scug his deadly sin/
This kind of human sacrifice is found elsewhere in folklore,
and also in associations with fairies. In the witch trials of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many of the accused
testified to having relations with the fairies and to learning
their arts from them, and the cyclical sacrifice is mentioned.
Sometimes it was at the end of seven years, but Alison Pearson,
executed in 1586, testified that the tribute was annual. She
said that one William Sympson, who had been taken away
by the fairies, "bidd her sign herself that she be not taken
away, for the teind of them are taken away to hell everie year'*.
The witches said that they themselves kept the practice of
sacrificing human victims, round whose neck they would tie
a ceremonial cord (compare the line in "Young Benjie":
"Tie a green gravat round his neck"). The witches evidently
regarded the fairies as real people, practising an ancient
religion. The connection between fairies and witches is often
made in folklore; for example, the witches held one of their
quarterly Sabbaths on Halloween, the old festival of Samhain,
that is the traditional night on which the fairies ride about
and hold their ceremonies:

